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ABSTRACT

Due to the rapid growth of mobile broadband and IoT applications, the early-stage mobile traffic classification becomes more important for traffic engineering to guarantee Quality of Service (QoS), implement resource management, and network security. Therefore, identifying traffic flows based on a few packets during the early state has attracted attention in both academic and industrial fields. However, a powerful and flexible platform to handle millions of traffic flows is still challenging. This study aims to demonstrate how to integrate various state-of-the-art machine learning (ML) algorithms, big data analytics platforms, software-defined networking (SDN), and network functions virtualization (NFV) to build a comprehensive framework for developing future 5G SON applications. This platform successfully collected, stored, analyzed, and identified a huge number of real-time traffic flows at broadband Mobile Lab (BML), National Chiao Tung University (NCTU). Moreover, we also implemented network QoS control to configure priorities per-flow traffic to enable bandwidth guarantees for each application by using SDN. Finally, the performance of the proposed models was evaluated by applying them to a real testbed environment. The powerful computing capacity of the platform was also analyzed.
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1 Introduction

In 5G networks and IoT contexts, small cells, heterogeneous networks (HetNets), wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are deployed everywhere to bring enhanced mobile broadband services to users, such as Internet of Everything (IoE) paradigms, cloud services, and real-time video streaming services. However, the diversity of broadband services carries many challenges for traffic engineering to provide a technical solution to improve the network QoS and QoE (quality of experience). For example, video streaming is a time-sensitive service, so any unexpected delay may result in bad QoE. Moreover, understanding traffic flow behaviors of running applications in the network play a critical role for network operators to implement QoS and QoE policies, network efficiency, resource management, load balancing, energy saving [1].

Recently, the early-state traffic classification has become an important topic in communication, and it was explored in many studies [2][3][4][5][6][7][8]. Generally, a traffic classification model can be divided into
two steps: Firstly, traffic is divided into flows, and their headers are extracted to define useful features for the classification model such as packet number, packet size. Secondly, the classification model trains and classifies traffic flows into different types of applications. Studies [7][8] introduced several popular approaches for the early-stage traffic classification: Port-based classification, payload-based classification, protocol behavior or heuristics based classification, statistical analysis based classification, deep packet inspection (DPI) approaches, and packet size approaches. The port-based approach is simple and easy to implement, however, because nowadays the number of applications using dynamic port is increasing, this model becomes inaccurate. On the other hand, the payload-based approach investigates packet payload to determine the signatures of known applications; therefore, it can only classify traffic flows for which signatures are available, and it usually requires substantial computing power and storage capacity, besides, this method also violates the privacy laws. Another example, the DPI approach, which aims at identifying traffic protocol patterns in the packets of different applications, is too complicated with high computational overheads. Fortunately, the most current studies, such as [6][5][9][10], concluded that traffic classification models based on the packet sizes of some first packets were powerful enough for achieving high classification performance. Furthermore, research [6] found that the most efficient number of packets used for traffic flows identification is from 5 to 7 packets. That means too many packets and too few packets may reduce the model efficiency. In addition, ML algorithms play a significant role in deciding the success of the model. Those studies focused on applying powerful and well-known ML algorithms as classifiers, such as Naïve Bayes, support vector machine (SVM), Random Forest, logistic, Hidden Markov Model (HMM) etc. For example, research [6] investigated the performance of 11 well-known ML models. Especially, In the study [2], we proposed a traffic classification model using HMM to classify the internet traffic of mobile broadband applications based on the packet sizes and packet transmission directions. As a result, it achieved 99.17% accuracy for 6 types of mobile applications.

One of the most essential application of the early-state traffic flow classification is network QoS control. In research [1], the authors investigated and proposed a systematic design approach to support QoS-guaranteed chaining services with considering the effects of both data plane and control plan messages. The delay of the services and SDN were evaluated.

This study focuses on enhancing the current architecture to propose a comprehensive framework of integrating big data, ML SDN/NFV, and cloud for collecting, transforming, extracting, and analyzing mobile traffic flows and then building powerful mobile traffic classification at the early stage. Furthermore, a new and effective network QoS control based on Open Flow Switch is presented. The experiments are deployed on the experimental 4G/LTE & beyond 4G network testbed, located at MIRC/BML (Microelectronics and Information Research Center/Broadband Mobile Lab) in the campus of National Chiao Tung University).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the experimental architecture based on SDN/NFV, big data, and ML; Section 3 demonstrates Open-SON platform based on big data, ML, and SDN/NFV; Section 4 implements, evaluates, and analyzes the early-state traffic flow classification application; Section 5 proposes and implement per-flow traffic QoS control based on SDN, Section 6 concludes the present study.
2 Experimental Architecture Based on Big Data, ML and SDN/NFV at BML

Recently, ML, big data, cloud, and SDN/NFV have been applying in developing 5G networks to support computing, communication, programming abstractions, data analysis, and management services. Those technologies have been applied to the experimental 4G/LTE&5G network testbed, located at MIRC/BML. This platform integrates several big data and ML environments (e.g. Apache Spark, IBM InfoSphere) that works in collaboration with the advanced SDN/NFV technologies (e.g. ONOS, OpenDaylight, P4, Docker) to design various 5G applications. Based on the platform, many applications were introduced. For example, research [11] investigated the roles of 5G in the development of cloud, big data, SDN, and IoT, and then it proposed an integrated architecture of these technologies for 5G; research [12] addressed the technology outlook of computing power and system characteristics of 5G Mobile broadband system; research [13] described and implemented cloud computing for various Mobile Augmented Reality (MAR) applications with smart mobile devices; research [14] showed the challenges of applying SDN/NFV to 5G and IoT. [15][16] investigated various ML algorithms to cluster, forecast, and manage handover behaviors and traffic behaviors of a huge number of cells based on analyzing a huge amount of collected data. This study proposes a comprehensive architecture for traffic flow classification, the architecture and real devices is described as Fig.1.

2.1 Physical Devices

- **UEs**: some modern UEs such as iPhone 5s, iPhone 6s, Zenphone 3 are used to open broadband services
- **eNodeB**: both indoor and outdoor RRUs are used to connect with Nokia BBUs located inside BML lab. Furthermore, we can implement experiment with multi-vendors (NSN (Nokia), Huawei) and multi-modes (TDD and FDD).
- **EPC**: (Evolve packet core): The BBUs are connected to 2 cores through a switch, the main core is located at ITRI and the open core (open5G core) is located in BML for developing 5G applications.
- **SDN/NFV environment**: SDN and NFV are recognized as key technologies studied for enhancing mobile network applications by providing the capacity of programmability for control and data plane of both RAN and EPC’s elements.
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2.2 Experimental Process

Figure 1. demonstrates the process of data collection, data transformation, data storage, data analysis, visualization, and ML applications for both statistical models and online/streaming models in this study. Generally, the common process for applying ML and data mining to mobile networks usually involves 4 steps:

Step 1: Collect and storage mobile traffic and other data that necessary for the application from all sources of the network.

Step 2: Using data mining and machine learning to develop optimization models by extracting and analyzing the collected data at the open5Gcore.

Step 3: Apply the models and optimization parameters to network components such as the SON in the main EPC, SDN controller, and eNodeB.

Step 4: Analyze and evaluate the network performance through network KPIs (Key performance indicators) to determine whether the optimization model meets the expected results. If the network behavior achieves the expected performance, the new network parameters (NPs) will be applied. Otherwise, we need to identify problems such as change machine learning models or learning parameters.

3 Big Data and Machine Learning Platform for Empowering 5G SON

The SON of 5G consists of three main functions: self-configuration, self-optimization, and self-healing. Self-configuration provides plug-and-play functionality for both eNodeBs and EPC, for instance, when a new network element is added to the RAN such as a BBU or RRU, it will automatically download the necessary software as well as configure basic network parameters, such as the neighbor list, the radio...
parameters, etc. Self-Optimization continuously optimizes and controls the network parameters to respond the real-time network states to ensure that the network is working efficiently at the peak performance. For example, load-balancing algorithms are used to optimize RAN traffic, energy-saving algorithms turn RAN elements on or off due to traffic load [15]. The self-healing responds to a failure or a malfunction in the network with two steps: The cell outage detection and the cell outage compensation. It involves remote diagnosis, abnormal detection, failure prediction, and compensation to keep the network operating smoothly by detecting problems, and then automatically changes the network parameters of the active elements. Therefore, it requires a powerful, cost-effective, and autonomous SON in 5G with full intelligence to meet the requirement of both users and operators.

3.1 Open Platform for 5G SON

Virtual SON (VSON), which integrates lately developed technologies such as software-defined wireless networking (SDWN), NFV, big data, ML, has been recently introduced as a prime proposal for future SON [17]. In this subsection, we propose and analyze an Open-SON for 5G in which we can apply data analytics and ML algorithms to develop variety SON applications. The big data and ML framework for the Open-SON shown in Fig. 2 composes four components: data collection; data storage; data analytics and ML applications; network configuration and optimization.

The platform is open to different types of technologies that can be easily integrated and deployed to build both online and offline applications. For example, Kafka, Flute, and Python are used to collect data from
different data resources; programming languages such as R, Matlab, Spark, and InfoSphere can be used for analyzing data and building various ML algorithms. Especially, these software platforms are compatible with one another, for example, Spark can support various languages: R, Python, Java, Scala. Moreover, to satisfy the flexibility and scalability requirements for 5G applications, the Open-SON must work in a distributed computing system in which a host works as the master and multiple hosts work as workers or executors. Fig 3 shows that all components in the master and workers are deployed in Docker containers, this helps the deployment of computing application becomes easier, quicker, and more efficient. In this framework, ZooKeeper manages and controls all workers so that a distributed application can run on multiple executors in a cluster simultaneously. The executors coordinate among themselves to handle a specific task in a fast and efficient way. In other words, the software components such as Kafka, HBase, Spark, InfoSphere run concurrently and independently on multiple physical machines. This makes the system becomes more powerful fully with intelligence and automation. Finally, the distributed computing system are deployed and controlled based on SDN/NFV environments.

3.2 Machine Learning Algorithms for Empowering SON

Fig. 4 summarizes ML algorithms that are used to reinforce the Open-SON talent in building various applications such as clustering, classification, prediction, and forecasting.

Clustering applications usually utilize unsupervised algorithms such as K-means and Mixtures of Gaussians to group and identify a set of similar network parameters together, such as clustering network parameters (NPs), coverage area of a cell, traffic density, data compression, and abnormal detections. Especially, in research [15], we used K-means to cluster the handover behaviors of 2000 cells and then extracted the handover characteristics of each cluster and all cells in a cluster.

Forecasting and prediction applications aim to identify and predict precise trends of the network parameters, network events while operating. This helps the SON keeps track of network parameters and deploys further optimization applications. For example, in studies [15] and [16], we proposed several models to accurately and efficiently forecast future handover numbers and the traffic of a huge number of cells by using several ML algorithms: Neural network (NN), Gaussian process (GP), and linear regression. Other examples of typical prediction and forecasting applications that can be applied to 5G networks are subscriber tracking, HO trend prediction, power control, antenna adjustment (e.g., tilt, azimuth, transmitted power), and load balancing. Typical dynamic ML algorithms can be used for those applications are Kalman Filter, Random Forest, HMM, NN, Linear Dynamical Systems, and GP.

Classification applications can use both unsupervised and supervised algorithms to classify network parameters into the relevant groups based on some significant features. For example, the following
section will classify mobile traffic applications using several popular ML algorithms such as Random Forest, Decision Trees, support vector machine (SVM), etc.

4 Early-State Traffic Flow Classification

The process of the early-state traffic flow classification, which implemented on the platform of BML, can be divided into 2 steps: feature extraction and classification as shown in Fig. 5. The first step extracts and defines useful features for the classification model from the collected traffic flows of each application. It involves several pre-processing data processes, such as feature collection, data cleaning, and data transforming, to create a training dataset for the classifier. The second step builds classification models using different ML algorithms in InfoSphere, Spark, R, Matlab, etc. environments to implement the classification task. Finally, the classifiers will be applied to the SON and then new coming traffic flows will be classified for further processes such as network QoS control for each application.

4.1 Feature Extraction

Feature extraction and selection are essential steps deciding the accuracy and efficiency of classification models; therefore, the observed features must accurately represent the traffic behaviors of each application. As discussed in the introduction section, many studies such as [7] [9] proved that packet size and the number of packets carry enough information for the early-stage traffic classification. Generally, mobile applications are based on SSL/TLS built on the top of the TCP/IP protocol for security purpose [17].

![Figure 5. Traffic flow classification process](image)

**Table 1. Feature extraction of several traffic flows**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.10.31.51:3793 &gt; 64.231.189.174.443</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>639</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5964</td>
<td>1865</td>
<td>7829</td>
<td>443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.10.31.51:3793 &gt; 64.231.189.174.443</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5399</td>
<td>1721</td>
<td>7120</td>
<td>443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.10.31.51:3793 &gt; 64.231.189.174.443</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>651</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5900</td>
<td>2057</td>
<td>7957</td>
<td>443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.10.31.51:3793 &gt; 64.231.189.174.443</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>1397</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7910</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>8570</td>
<td>443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.10.31.51:3793 &gt; 64.231.189.174.443</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>1397</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7910</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>8570</td>
<td>443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.10.31.51:3793 &gt; 64.231.189.174.443</td>
<td>1229</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>9662</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>203040</td>
<td>443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.10.31.51:3793 &gt; 64.231.189.174.443</td>
<td>1229</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>9662</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>203040</td>
<td>443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.10.31.51:3793 &gt; 64.231.189.174.443</td>
<td>1229</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>9662</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>203040</td>
<td>443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.10.31.51:3793 &gt; 64.231.189.174.443</td>
<td>1229</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>9662</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>203040</td>
<td>443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.10.31.51:3793 &gt; 64.231.189.174.443</td>
<td>1229</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>9662</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>203040</td>
<td>443</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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When an application session starts, there are several negotiation stages between the client side and the server side. For example, each TCP flow begins with the TCP three-way handshake. This process consists of several continuous interaction rounds, which contain one or multiple messages (layer 7 messages). Those messages are segmented, in other words, the TCP layer receives encrypted data from the above layer and adds a TCP header to create TCP segments. After that, each TCP segment is encapsulated into IP packets and exchanged with a peer. In TCP connection, TCP packets do not include a session identifier so that both endpoints identify the TCP session through the client’s IP address and the port number. Here, the system captures incoming IP packets and parses traffic flows to extract the headers of IP packets. A traffic flow is defined as a bi-directional ordered sequence of packets, which consists of the same 5-tuple: source IP, destination IP, source port, destination port, and transport layer protocol. In this study, the features are extracted from the application layer and transport layer perspectives [5]. They consist of the number of the packets and the packet sizes of the first interaction round, the size of the first 5 packets of each TCP/UDP flow, the source port and the destination port of the connection. Table 1 is an example of some samples of several flows, each input data sample contains 13 features.

4.2 Machine Learning Algorithms for traffic flow classification

This section briefly introduces characteristics of several state-of-the-art ML algorithms that are used in this study.

Naïve Bayes is a straightforward and powerful probabilistic classifier, which computes the probability of a data sample that belongs to each class by using Bayes’ theorem. It assumes that all features are conditional independence with one another. That means the presence of one feature does not affect the presence of others. As a result, this model is easy to train and can provide impressive performance, even if it is working on a data set with millions of data samples.

Gradient Boosted Tree (GBT): GBT, an ensemble of decision trees, combines simple parameterized functions to achieve high accuracy for prediction and classification models. In other words, it iteratively trains multiple decision trees to minimize the cost function and provide more accurate prediction model by changing complex interactions in a simple fashion.

Random Forest (RF): RF is also known as an ensemble of decision trees computed in parallel fashion on a dataset by using random subsets to improve the multiclass classification rate and to overcome the over-fitting problem. To classify a data sample, different trees in the forest will learn on different subsets of data, and then they make classification on their own. Finally, the final class of the testing data sample is assigned to a class that has majority votes.

SVM is a popular supervised ML algorithm for pattern recognition, such as classification, regression, and abnormal detection. It analyzes training data to find the largest margin for linear and non-linear classifiers. While many ML algorithms are memory-based methods, that means the kernel function, which implicitly maps their inputs into high-dimensional feature space, must be calculated for all pairs of training points. As a result, it needs a huge amount of calculation during the training stage so that they easily lead to excessive computation and computing time, SVM, in another way, is a decision algorithm that classifies a new sample only depend on calculating a subset of the training data.

Neural network (NN): NN is a non-linear algorithm in which the computational scheme is based on the structure and functions of biological neural networks. It represents for popular technologies to provide
the best solution for many problems in which relationships between multiple input and output variables are complex. Recently, NN has been applied in many fields, including pattern recognition, speech recognition, image recognition, and natural language processing.

4.3 Experimental implementation

This subsection evaluates and compares the classification performance of several state-of-the-art ML algorithms to find out relevant algorithms for traffic classifications. Generally, classification models are form of supervised learnings, which include two phases, training phase and testing phase. For each experiment, a training dataset of 21000 traffic flow samples of 7 applications, 3000 flows for each application, was chosen randomly from the collected data from different connections. The input of each data sample consists of 13 features and the output is an application label as described in Table 1. Moreover, since the common values of the features are in different ranges, they need to be normalized into relevant ranges by applying a z-score normalization on all data columns. Finally, to evaluate the performance of each ML algorithm, a testing dataset of 3500 testing flow samples (500 flows for each application) was chosen randomly, and it must differ from the training dataset.

4.4 Experimental result

Firstly, we analyze the model performance through the confusion matrix of classification results. Table 2 & 3 show the classification result of SVM algorithm representing by number and percentages, respectively. For example, the number of 500 Facebook flows that are classified as Facebook, Gmail, Skype, Google, Instagram, YouTube, and Apple are 480, 0, 0, 14, 6, 0, 0, respectively. In other words, 96% Facebook flows were identified accurately, and the remainder were identified inaccurately, Google (2.8%) and Instagram (1.2%). That means some of Facebook flows have quite similar characteristics to those of Google and Instagram.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification result</th>
<th>SSL_Facebook</th>
<th>SSL_GMail</th>
<th>SSL_Skype</th>
<th>SSL_Google</th>
<th>SSL_Instagram</th>
<th>SSL_YouTube</th>
<th>HTTP_Apple</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSL_Facebook</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSL_GMail</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSL_Skype</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSL_Google</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSL_Instagram</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSL_YouTube</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP_Apple</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>468</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Confusion matrix (number) of SVM Classification result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification result</th>
<th>SSL_Facebook</th>
<th>SSL_GMail</th>
<th>SSL_Skype</th>
<th>SSL_Google</th>
<th>SSL_Instagram</th>
<th>SSL_YouTube</th>
<th>HTTP_Apple</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSL_Facebook</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSL_GMail</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>98.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSL_Skype</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>99.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSL_Google</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSL_Instagram</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSL_YouTube</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>96.4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP_Apple</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>93.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Confusion matrix (percentage %) of SVM Classification result
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Table 4 summarizes and compares the classification performance of different ML algorithms for different applications. It is noticeable that all the algorithms can achieve high accuracy for identifying those applications, however, different models give different performances for different applications. In general, Table 5 summarizes the performance of each ML algorithm, as can be seen, Naïve Bayes gets worse performance, SVM and Neural Network give a quite similar performance, and they are better than Naïve Bayes, while GBT and RF give the best performance for all traffic flows.

### Table 5. Average classification performance of ML algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine Learning Algorithm</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>92.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM (Support Vector Machine)</td>
<td>95.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural network</td>
<td>96.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBT</td>
<td>99.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>99.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 6. Average classification accuracy of applications](image)

![Figure 7. Online classification results](image)
Moreover, during analyze the results, we noticed that some applications such as Google and Instagram are more difficult to identify than for others due to the fact that some of their flow features (e.g., the first packet size) vary significantly among flows of different connections and different user’s actions on UEs (e.g., send an email, open an email), besides, they are also easy to confuse with those of other traffic flows. For more details, Fig. 6 shows the average classification accuracy of each type of traffic flows, it is clear that YouTube and Skype are easier to identify and get the highest classification accuracies.

**Online classification:** this experiment uses SVM algorithm to identify online traffic flows of mobile applications. A Streaming application is usually described as a directed graph composing individual computing entities that interconnect and operate on a platform; therefore, it often integrates a monitoring application for scheduling and managing purposes. In this test, a UE was used to access mobile applications, and their traffic flows were classified into relevant applications. Moreover, with each application, we played different actions that may be sensitive the traffic flow behavior. For example, we analyzed typical action on Gmail such as send an email, send a reply, open an email, open chats, etc. The number of traffic flows of each application was also accumulated. Fig. 7 (a) illustrates that Skype application is opening on a UE, 7(b) shows the identification result and the flow accumulation of each application. Similarly, Fig. 7(c)&(d) show the result when the user is opening Google application. In summary, the classification model is able to classify online or streaming traffic flows with high accuracies.

### 4.5 Computing Performance of InfoSphere Cluster

This subsection evaluates the computing performance of classification system. An online classification model was deployed in the InfoSphere cluster [18], which consists of one computing master and 4 slaves, their names and IP address are shown in Fig. 8. In this experiment, we randomly generated a stream of 10,000,000 data samples as classification testing dataset, then Kafka received the data, created topics, and produced data to InfoSphere, after that, InfoSphere classified the incoming flows by its SVM classifier. Fig. 9 shows the computing state of the InfoSphere cluster in which computing job is equally distributed for all the slaves under the control of the master. Fig. 10 summarizes the computing performance, it shows the input flow rate, output flow rate, and the latency. As can be seen, with different the input speed, the cluster classified all the data samples smoothly with a small time for scheduling and processing, the maximum speed is around 90,000 flows/second with low total latency (average about 10ms).

![Figure 8. InfoSphere computing cluster](image-url)
In summary, the platform is powerful in supporting high computing capacity with low-latency. Moreover, it also provides an environment for collecting, transforming, and processing data of multiple streams from inside and outside of the system. Therefore, it is relevant and powerful enough to be applied for the industrial case.

5 Network QoS Control for traffic applications Based on SDN

QoS control is a significant concept in mobile networks to prevent one mobile broadband application from degrading overall performance when it shares bandwidth with others. Therefore, how to manage QoS for multiple...
traffic flows is important to network operators in improving both user experience and network efficiency. Each application requires a QoS guarantee, for example, Skype and video streaming require small delay and jitter, while other data communications like Gmail, Google are more sensitive to packet loss. Hence, the network operator must preserve a relevant bandwidth for each application. The traditional technologies for network QoS control are Integrated Service (IntServ) and Differentiated Service (DiffServ). However, the former is too complex and not scalable, On the other hand, the latter is less complex, but does not provide strong QoS guarantees. Fortunately, SDN/NFV are emerging technologies that play important roles in enabling new approaches for QoS control such as the utilization of meter tables, ingress policing, Queue management, Virtual Network Embedding, etc. [1][19][20]. This section integrates the traffic flow identification system with a QoS management system based on SDN as described in Fig. 11. After a traffic flow is identified, it will be assigned a relevant bandwidth value by using one of above technologies. Among those methods, using meter tables and QoS queue in the flow table entries of OpenFlow Switch are the most relevant and effective approaches for controlling the QoS of traffic flows. The SDN controller utilizes the result of the classification application to setups flow table entries for each connection to instruct how the flows (packets) are executed. For example, in the meter table case, it uses meters, which are attached directly to flow entries, to measure and control the data rate of packets. Each meter table consists of multiple meter entries, which can support for different applications with different QoS policies. On other hand, the QoS queue method assigns a QoS ID for each application in the flow table entries. Fig. 11 describes the abstract process of implementing network QoS control in the mobile network for uplink and downlink directions. In this framework, the classification model is deployed close to Base Stations (edge network), this is important to support a variety of innovative applications and services quickly with very low latency like mobile edge computing (MEC) and Fog computing. Moreover, once the controller receives a traffic flow of an identified application, it will store the basic information of the connection, such as source IP address, destination IP address, application type, etc. Finally, based on these information, the SDN controller installs flow table entries and QoS policies to control the flows for both uplink and downlink directions. For example, in our case study, we set a bandwidth 3Mbps for YouTube application, then a UE was used to open YouTube video. The result in Fig. 12 shows that the bandwidth provided for YouTube is 2.96 Mbps (around 3 Mbps).
6 Conclusion

This study proposed a comprehensive platform based on big data, ML, and SDN/NFV to empower the SON of 5G. Moreover, the process of building SON applications, such as data collection, storage, analytics, and virtualization were also introduced. Specifically, in the case study, we applied various state-of-the-art ML algorithms to classify accurately mobile applications at an early stage, then traffic flows of each application were preserved a relevant bandwidth controlled by the network QoS control by using SDN controller. This is crucial to the SON in ensuring that an application can work at right function, the network resources are utilized effectively, and user experience is guaranteed. Especially, both offline and online learning models were considered and implemented successfully. In the future, the authors focus on utilizing the results of the study to develop a comprehensive architecture for 5G SON and 5G MEC based on P4, ONOS, and CORD (Central Office Re-architected as a Datacenter) platforms, which are considered as the key elements and solutions of SDN/NFV technologies for 5G.
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